
THE ATTACK OF THE MAY-MAY BASTION EBUILA MTETEZI AND THE BURUNDIAN REBELS IN KIPUPU TO 

THE CONVERGENCE OF ALL SECURITY INFORMATION OF THE SECTOR OF ITOMBWE IN THE TERRITORY 

OF MWENGA OF THE WEEK 16 JULY 2020. 

1. Geographic and security context of the Kipupu region 

As said above, Kipupu is located in the Itombwe Sector of the Territory of Mwenga, Province of South 

Kivu in the Democratic Republic of Congo. It is the seat of the Itombwe Sector. 

On the security front, Kipupu is home to the headquarters of the Mai Mai bembe Ebuila Mtetezi militia 

and the Burundian rebels of Red-Tabara, FNL and FOREBU. It is the source and hotbed of the insecurity 

which devastated and completely destroyed all the Banyamulenge villages in the entire Itombwe region, 

notably: Kibundi, Mikenke, Nyabihoma, Tulambo, Malunde, Kivogerwa, Bijanda, Nazareti, Malanda, 

Nkango and Kwitala (see diagram in annex). 

It should be noted that during the destruction of all these villages, several people were killed and 

thousands of looted cows were taken to the Mai Mai Headquarters Ebuila Mtetezi, the defender of the 

Bembe cause of the expulsion and the extermination of Banyamulenge. 

It is not surprising to hear people of his tribe call him the Chief of Staff of the FARDC because of the 

notoriety he acquired by illustrating himself in the massacres of the Banyamulenge and the looting of 

their cows as well as the destruction of their villages. 

What is disgusting is that all the villages in the Itombwe region that were destroyed were surrounded by 

FARDC positions which did nothing to protect the civilian populations or save their property from 

systematic destruction and looting of their cows by Mai Mai and their Burundian rebel allies.  

Next to the aforementioned villages, we must mention the villages of Bakura, Murambi, Kigazura and 

Gatenga which are part of the Itombwe sector and which have not been included in this diagram but 

which have also been swept away by Ebuila who swore by his demons of ethnic hatred to massacre the 

Banyamulenge all over the Highlands in order to push them to leave the land of their ancestors without 

return.  

The diagram in the annex clearly shows us that Kipupu is the headquarters of the Mai Mai militia of 

Ebuila called Mtetezi, that is to say defender of the Bembe cause of annihilation of all the Banyamulenge 

of the Uvira, Fizi and especially in Itombwe Highlands region where he distinguished himself in collusion 

with the Burundian rebels of Red-Tabara, FNL and FOREBU in the massacres of hundreds of members of 

the Banyamulenge community (the current assessment places the number of people killed at over or 

less 300 without counting the wounded), in the looting of their herds of cows currently numbering in the 

hundreds of thousands (the current estimate is more or less 130,000 heads of the looted cattle) and of 

more than three hundred villages destroyed by fire and/or razed for residential houses made from 

durable materials, a  real practice of ethnic cleansing. 

This destruction did not spare even social infrastructures such as churches, schools, health centers and 

vocational training centers (see annex 7 of some demolished houses in the Itombwe Sector) 

Thus, the list below presents the infrastructures that were destroyed by the armed groups of Ebuila 

Mtetezi and Aoci and their Burundian rebel allies in the Itombwe Sector: 



Churches, schools, health centers and training centers destroyed 

 

It is inconceivable that the elected representatives of the people of the Province of South Kivu have 

risen to denounce the attack on the bastion of Ebuila, the enemy of peace and progress of the Itombwe 

 CHURCHES SCHOOLS HEALTH CENTERS TRAINING CENTERS 

1. CELPA / Tulambo Tubangwa P.S. / Tul. Tulambo CS CF Mama Shujaa 

2. CELPA / Kigazura Mahuno Institute/  
Tul. 

CS from Bakura  

3. CELPA / Marunde I Biblical Institute/ 
Tul. 

CS from Malanda  

4. CELPA / Marunde II Kigazura P.S.   

5. CELMC / Mikenke II Marunde II P.S.   

6. CEPAC / Kihanama Malanda P.S.   

7. CELPA / Rushasha I Kukwe Institute of 
Nazareth 

  

8. CEPAC / Kivogerwa Nkango P.S.   

9. CELPA / Rushasha II Tuungane Institute   

10. CELMC / Kasiro I Makutano P.S.   

11. CELMC / Kasiro II Makutano Institute   

13. CELPA / Nyamara Bakura P.S.   

14. CEMLC / Ruvumera Kashorero P.S.   

15. CADC / Linjanja Hope Institute of 
Nkango 

  

16. CELPA / Bijanda I    

17. CELPA / Bijanda II    

18. CELPA / Nkango I    

19. CELPA / Nkango II    

20. CELPA / Nkango III    

21. CELPA / Makutano    

22. CELPA/ Ruhangarika    

23. CELPA / Lisansi    

24. CELMC / Bakura    

25. CELMC / Bikuba    

26. CELPA / Murambi    

27. CFR/Murambi    

28. CELPA/Bakura    

29.  CEPAC/Lisansi    

30. Methodist/Makutano    

31 CLMC/Burembo    

32 Methodist/Burembo    

33. Comite/Kivogerwa    

34. CLMC/Marunde    

35. CLMC/Kidasi    

36. CELPA/Nyamara    

37. Methodist/Rukwiza    



Sector and the entire region of the Highlands of Uvira, Fizi and Mwenga in general as well as of the 

entire Democratic Republic of Congo, while they remained silent for almost two whole years of 

massacres of the Banyamulenge, destruction and looting of their property without  that only one of 

them raises a finger to denounce the unprecedented drama that shakes the Munyamulenge people of 

their respective electoral districts.  

This attitude of the elected representatives of the people of South Kivu is it not an expression of the 

tacit support they bring to the plan to uproot the Banyamulenge in their home environment? 

On January 27, 2020, Chief Mai Mai Ebuila Mtetezi launched his murderous expeditions in the Bijombo 

region in Uvira territory, a hundred kilometers from his stronghold of Kipupu, where he attacked the 

Banyamulenge villages of Kagogo, Kajembwe, Irango, Mugete, Gahuna, Masata and Kanyaga. During 

these Ndayishimiye attacks, Nganizi's son will be killed. 

This Ebuila and his political and ideological sponsors who will be mentioned in this document continue 

to demand loud and clear within the local media the expulsion of the Banyamulenge in their 

environment of origin, a dirty job they have completed in the region of Itombwe and continuing to other 

parts of the entire Highlands region. 

With the same objective of completely erasing all traces of Munyamulenge in the Itombwe region, on 

May 18, 2020, he launched a deadly attack on the Mikenke displaced persons camp where seven 

members of the Banyamulenge community were wounded while the camp houses members of other 

communities in the area. This constitutes a proof of selective attacks to the Banyamulenge in this 

community extermination plan. The mother Uzia, one of seven injured in this attack, died of injuries at 

the general hospital in Bukavu on June 19, 2020 (Annex 2 photos of the victims of this attack). 

Unsatisfied with shedding innocent blood, Ebuila will launch two more deadly attacks on the villages of 

Kalingi respectively on July 10 and 13, 2020. During these attacks, the valiant man of God, Pastor 

Rushikama and Chief Sadock Musinga Bikokora will be killed and Byinshi Kijugumba, Espoir Gakunzi 

Muhoza, Muco Nsengiyumva and Rutonesha Rusingizwa will be injured. 

And as there is a time for everything (Ecclesiastes 1: 1), on the morning of July 16, 2020 the stronghold 

of the assassin Ebuila and his Burundian rebel allies was attacked by the Banyamulenge civil self-defense 

group of Twirwaneho with a dual objective namely: 

 Destabilize the enemy in order to distract him from launching further attacks against 

peaceful Banyamulenge civilians; 

 Recover the small number of cows that were still in enemy hands among the hundreds 

of thousands that he plundered and sold or consumed. 

And as Kipupu was the Headquarters for planning the expulsion and massacres and even the 

genocide of the Banyamulenge in all the Highlands, the Babembe from all over the world 

mobilized to denounce a fictitious genocide with a double objective, namely: 

 To attract the sympathy of national and international opinion towards them, and if 

necessary incite the Congolese government to help them destroy the 

Banyamulenge in order to easily achieve the objective sought for three years; 



 Hide from the eyes of the world that they are the real planners of the 

Banyamulenge ethnic cleansing plan and the perpetrators of their recurring 

massacres since the Mulelist rebellion to this day. 

Far from addressing all the massacres that the Babembe have committed in the past against members of 

the Banyamulenge community in this document, let us try to demonstrate through the written 

documents the direct responsibility of the Bembe elite in the preparation of the ethnic cleansing plan of 

the Banyamulenge in their native land. Because, in reality, there is not an ethnic war as the Congolese 

government falsely claims, but an ethnic cleansing of the Banyamulenge in which the coalition of evil 

Bembe, Fuliru, Nyindu and the Burundian rebels actively intervene under government surveillance. 

Congolese. 

 

2. What about the plan of ethnic cleansing of the Banyamulenge in the Highlands of Fizi, 

Itombwe and Uvira and who are its authors? 

 Although we do not claim to have all the evidence of this sensitive issue in which several actors 

intervene, the few documents at our disposal show us without a shadow of a doubt that the 

influential members of the Babembe Community play an active role in this plan. 

As such we will mention the following documents: 

 The petition of February 10, 2011 from the Babembe Community of Fizi to the Ministry of the 

Interior and Security, copies of which have been reserved for the Presidency of the Republic, the 

National Assembly, the Senate, the Prime Minister, the Ministry of National Defense and 

Veterans Affairs, to the Ministry of Decentralization, to twenty-eight diplomatic representations, 

to the Representatives of Christian Churches, to the Provincial Assembly and Government of 

South Kivu, to the Ministry of the Interior of South Kivu, to the Administrator of the Territory of 

Fizi and to the Heads of Collectivities and Groups of the Territory of Fizi. In this document on its 

fifth page, in the ninth point (point 9), its authors tell us about the endless fratricidal conflicts 

that would arise if the Village of Minembwe is set up as a rural commune. This is a compelling 

proof that the current ethnic cleansing conflict that the Banyamulenge are undergoing has been 

planned for a long time by the Babembe and what we are currently experiencing is only its 

material execution. This document was signed by twenty-six people including JEMSI 

MULENGWA who was the national representative of the electoral district of Fizi the at that time 

(see annex 3 copy of the said petition). 

 The undated press release from the M'Mbondo diaspora relating to a contribution of $ 100 to $ 

5 to support their sons who live in the bush with the aim of defending their lands against theft 

by Rwandans. Understand by that that the Rwandans in question are the Banyamulenge, as if it 

is the Babembe who attribute Congolese nationality and not the Congolese State. 

 Letter Ref. 015 / CG / LIJM / 2019 of 04/13/2019 from the M'Mbondo Youth Reflection League 

on the unloading of military effects in Minembwe from Kenya and Rwanda. This document 

sufficiently proves the malicious intention of demonizing Banyamulenge by the members of 

the Babembe Community who seek to convince national and international opinion of the 

existence of a threat of destabilization of the country from Minembwe, by forgetting that the 

FARDC soldiers and the MONUSCO contingent are present in this area, and that the alleged 

unloading can never escape their attention. 



 The declaration of 07/04/2019 of the Minembwe case Rural commune of the M'Mbondo 

student community in North Kivu. This declaration denounces the creation of the Municipality of 

Minembwe as a cause of community conflicts which will lead to a bloodbath like that known in 

Yumbi in 2017. Indeed, the bloodbath of the peaceful Banyamulenge civilian populations 

predicted by this document flows in all the Hauts-Plateaux from the year 2017, even outside 

the administrative limits of the rural municipality of Minembwe as will be demonstrated 

below. 

 Letter n ° 002/03/2019 of 12/03/2019 from Emo ya M'Mbondo Cape Town to the President of 

the Republic, Félix Tshisekedi Tshilombo. This letter denounces the Banyamulenge as Rwandans; 

she asks the President to find another place to install them temporarily so that a debate with 

the alleged indigenous peoples of the Fizi Zone can be carried out for this complex and urgent 

matter, and that failing to install them elsewhere, all the tribes living in Fizi agree to settle the 

issue of Banyamulenge interference as a priority: Indeed, this letter to the President is 

irrefutable proof of the existence of a secret agreement that binds the Bembe, Fuliru and nyindu 

coalition in the plan for ethnic cleansing of the Banyamulenge in their native environment. Why 

and where to move them and for what reason? Because the creation of the Municipality of 

Minembwe cannot be a reason to drive out the Banyamulenge in the original environment that 

they share in common with the Babembe, despite the lies that they never cease to refine with 

regard to their national identity (see annex 4 of the letter to the President)? 

 Yoram Eciba's statement on October 25, 2019 on Radio France Internationale which conditions 

the end of the Minembwe war by the outright suppression of the rural commune of Minembwe. 

In his statement, Mr. Yoram Eciba implicitly addressed the issue of the expulsion of the 

Banyamulenge in the territory of Fizi in these terms: “… We have Congolese in France. There are 

many who have acquired nationality. Have they ever asked for land in France? No, that doesn't 

exist. And the day when they will ask for land in France, France will expel them. Otherwise, 

according to Mr. Yoram Eciba, the creation of the rural commune of Minembwe is sufficient 

cause for the Banyamulenge to be expelled from the Congo (see annex 5 of the statement of 

Mr. Yoram Eciba on RFI). 

 The article by Dr. Philbert Bilombele on "the alleged chiefdoms of the so-called 'Banyamulenge' 

in the Democratic Republic of Congo: when the archives establish evidence to the contrary." on 

the last page of his article, Mr. Bilombele, like Yoram Eciba, assert that only the outright 

cancellation of the rural commune of Minembwe is likely to restore peace. And always in the 

logic of his brothers who wrote the letter n ° 002/03/2019 to the President of the Republic 

Tshisekedi, he affirms that in the absence of the public power to cancel this commune, the 

Babembe will do it themselves (see annex 6 on "the alleged chiefdoms of the so-called 

Banyamulenge" in the Democratic Republic of Congo: when the archives establish the opposite, 

by Dr. Philbert Bilombele BA (Hons), Fizi-RDC: FIZIMeclla. " 

Indeed, all these documents sufficiently prove that, contrary to the allegations of the Babembe 

attributing the initiative of the war to the Banyamulenge, on the contrary, they are the initiators and 

executors of the war which has currently mourned the Banyamulenge community for more than three 

years, and the creation of the rural commune of Minembwe is only a pretext because several regions of 

the Highlands affected by this conflict are not included in the administrative limits of this Commune, 

thus: 



1. All the Banyamulenge villages of the Itombwe Sector which were completely destroyed, 

in particular those of Murambi, Bakura, Makutano, Nkango, Malanda, Nazareti, 

Nyarurambi, Bijanda, Rushasha, Malunde, Kivogerwa, Kuwimbogo, Kuwamakila, Gatenga, 

Kigazura and Mikenke were located more or less than 50 km from the administrative 

boundaries of the Rural Commune of Minembwe. 

2. All the villages of the Tanganika sector of the Fizi territory who were completely sacked 

by the Mai Mai, including Mikarati, Kabara, Kamombo, Mutanoga, Chakira, Mutenja, 

Ngoma I and Ngoma II, Gitasha I, Gitasha II, Kanogo, Nyamara, Kanogo Mutenja Nyagisozi 

were all more or less than 50 km away from the Municipality of Minembwe and far from 

its administrative boundaries; 

3. The villages of the Bijombo Group in particular those Masango, Gihuha, Rubibi, 

Mbundamo, Gashararo I, Gashararo II, Gatoki, Bikuba, Chanzovu, Bijombo, Kagogo, 

Kwirango, Kwirango, Mugeti, Kanono, Gongwa, Gashigo, Murambya, Kuwagahura, 

Runywero, Maheta, Mukumba I, Mukumba I, Mukumba II, Rubarati and Bikinga were 

located between 80 and 130 km away from the Commune of Minembwe. 

 

Apart from these aforementioned Banyamulenge villages which are located outside the administrative 

limits of the rural commune of Minembwe, at the level of this commune, the following villages were 

destroyed by the coalition of Mai Mai bembe, fuliru, nyindu in coalition of rebels Burundian: Rugezi I, 

Rugezi II, Timbyangoma, Kabingo at Gasare, Kabingo at Muganwa, Kabingo at Ruvugwa, Biziba, 

Kwirumba, Monyi, Gaseke, Rutigita and Kivumu. 

During the attacks on all these villages, hundreds of people were brutally massacred without the 

government forces intervening to save them. 

Recall that these are the attacks of the armed groups of Ebuila and Aoci, aided by the Burundian rebels 

of Red-Tabara, FNL and Forebu who destroyed all the Banyamulenge villages in the Itombwe region, 

causing the loss of countless lives and the looting of hundreds of thousands of cows. These same armed 

groups also intervene in the Kamombo region up to the level of the Bijombo Groupement in the 

territory of Uvira. 

As for the region of Minembwe, it is often attacked by the Bilozebishambuke fuliru armed group from 

Milimba and the Nyindu armed group of Mulumba from Lulenge. 

Apart from the other regions of the Highlands, since February 2019, in an interval of 16 months, the 

region of Minembwe has experienced 78 attacks distributed as follows according to its different 

localities: 

 Kwirumba, Kumonyi and Rutigita: 13; 

 Kivumu: 15; 

 Gahwera: 26; 

 Karongi and Rubemba: 4; 

 Muriza and Gakangara: 10; 

 Kalingi: 10. 



All these attacks concern only the region of Minembwe and are directed only against the 

Banyamulenge community, while it is Minembwe which houses the FARDC Command for all the 

Highlands. The latter has never attempted to attack these Mai Mai in their strongholds while they 

continue to perpetrate attacks against the Banyamulenge civilian population in their villages, most 

of which have been destroyed and abandoned. The only solution for the survival of these 

populations regularly subjected to Mai Mai attacks under the complicit gaze of the regular army is 

to take charge of themselves by attacking the enemy camp. 

Thus the attack on the Mai Mai bastion of Kipupu is a normal phenomenon in a country where the State 

has failed in its sovereign mission of protecting all populations without discrimination. Because, if the 

regular forces had fully played their republican role, we would not have arrived in this situation. 

Below is the non-exhaustive list of people killed in these attacks:  

No. Names No. Names No. Names 

1. Byiringiro Bishenga 47. Savimbi Fatake 93. Semahoro 

2. Aaron Kibirira 48. Mudahigwa 94. Chubahiro 
musinga 

3. Gatabazi Ruziga 49. Semahoro's cow 
keeper 

95. Kaba Ruhengu 

4. Byishimo Gasogi 50. Semahoro's cow 
keeper 

96. Mutegetsi hope 

5. Elisha Muyehe 
Gihura  

51. Ndayishimiye 
Kabuteni 

97. Rugorora 
Muzungu 

6. Jackson gakingiye  52. Mutebutsi Myaju 98. Alexis Museveni 

7. Kanyamararo 
Nsamirwa 

53. Byambu Cosma 99. Ruberandinda 
Mutajiri 

8. Ngabo Mvunabandi 54. Pastor Enock 
Masomo 

100. Byicaza 
Karubandika 

9. Kadihira grandson 55.  Nyiranziza K. 101. Rutiririza Bibogo 

10. Minerval Kamaga 56. Pastor Jonas 
Ndagiro 

102. Gapapa Dudu 

11. Claude Nderera 57. Semabanga 103. Buregeya 
Ntoyinkiko 



No. Names No. Names No. Names 

12. Mucyo Byicaza 58. Giti 104. Ntoyinkiko son in 
law 

13. Elias Nshimirwa 59. Mubaya 105. Ndayishimiye 
Nganizi 

14. Freddy nshimirwa 60. Serugo mazuru 106. Boaz Nkundiye 

15. Rubibi Madeda 61. Peter Shema 107. Semahoro 
Kimenyerwa 

16. Karire Gishokoma 62. Abdallah 108. Nyamwiza 
Mutoto 

17. Osborn Gatabazi 63. Rurengera Bagabo 109. Adoni fabien 

18. Ntayoberwa Mukiga 64 Kind Bagabo 110. Nyamutarutwa 
Niyomurinzi 

19. Kiremwa Semakumi 65. Mugenzason 111. Rutaro 
Mushambaro 

20. Byishimo 66. Bagaza Barita 112. Segabiro 
Kanyabugoyi 

21. Bisosi Jigija Sebayehe 67. Buyoya Osé 113. Mukiza Misengo 

22. Gaparaki Ngarura 68. Musekera 
Manasseh 

114. Pastor Gapata 
Bidogo 

23. Rivuze Rugeyo 69. Kibonge Bijavu 115. Rutaramirwa 
Muhigi 

24. Mwungura 
Nyabihorwa 

70. Iranzi Gasaba 116 Ngirumukamyi 
Nyakwana 

25. Nyirandegeye Migeri 71. Munyakazi 
Changachanga 

117. Bitungwa Kijenga 

26. Rutunganya Muhwija 72. Chubahiro 
Butsiriko 

118. Ngabo Ruberwa 

27. Gapapa Ndege 73. Yakutumba 119. John bukombe 



No. Names No. Names No. Names 

28. Bigabo Gitimbwa 74. Mararo 
Ruberangeyo 

120. Mbyayingabo 
Padiri 

29. Bisenga 
Dieudonnéon 

75. Nkiriho Kanoro 121. Sentozi 
Rwezangoro 

30. Kiruhura Sadam 76. Seka Rugimbana 122. Bakareke 

31. Freddy 
mutegwantebe 

77. Mandevu 123. Kibonge 
Mutuganyi 

32. Mandela 
Nkundabatware 

78. Clement 
Ndiyunguye 

124. Rukumbuzi 
Byishimo 

33. Manasse Sebatutsi 79. Mafunzi 125. Muganga Iraqiza 

34. Rutabara Kameteri 80. Pascal mugema 126. Kabunda sendoto 

35. Byishimo Musabwa 
Mr. 

81. Sengabire 
Semiringa 

127. Rwamba Mududa 

36. Nkurunziza Byondo 82. Sebaragirwa 
Shabutwa 

 
128. 

Pastor Rushikama 

37. Gatutu Rivuze 83. Muraja Rutaganda 129. Ndayambaje 

38. Byicaza Sahiriza 84. Francois 130. Chief Sadock 
Musinga Bikokora 

39. Bizimana Rugamba 85. Mugaza André 131. Mom Uziya 

40. Mvuyekure Gitama 86. Bonk Serugo 132. Mutebutsi Freddy 

41. Gisubizo Rwamba 87. Bagaza Mashosho 133. Sosthene 

42. Amos Muhizi 88. Benjamin 
Zoziyamba 

134. Musore Budederi 

43. Bisore Ruboneka 89. Rivuze Domitian 135. Biregeya 
Sebashuka 

44. Rubibi Makuza Kasa 90. Alexis Rutonda 136. Ruremesha Bikino 



No. Names No. Names No. Names 

45. Mutebutsi 
Kabushoshi 

91. Imani Ndarwemeye 137. Jonathan 
Sawareha 

46. Biregeya Jerome 92. Tambura 
Ndarwemeye 

  

 

And as mentioned at the outset, the Mai Mai attacks and their Burundian allies caused 

enormous loss of human life and the above list as well as that of the destroyed villages are only 

illustrative, because the destroyed villages number in the hundreds and the Banyamulenge 

cows plundered since the war being more than 130,000. 

From the above, it is appropriate to underline the following: 

 the attack on the Mai Mai bastion Ebuila Mutetezi and its Burundian allies of Kipupu is a 

natural right of self-defense intended to prevent other attacks that could increase the 

loss of human life and material goods of members of the Banyamulenge community ; 

 therefore, the political and ideological sponsors of these Mai Mai must stop deceiving 

national and international opinion that a genocide of the Bembe, Fuliru and Nyindu 

communities is being committed in the Highlands, because it is inconceivable that a 

minority community engages in a perilous enterprise of committing genocide against 

three majority communities. Contrary to their allegations, it is these communities that 

have started this macabre enterprise against the Banyamulenge since 2017 under the 

amused gaze of the Congolese Government, and currently we are only at its last stage; 

 all Mai Mai groups in the Uvira, Fizi and Itombwe Highlands should subscribe to the logic 

of living in peace with their Banyamulenge neighbors, because the three years of violent 

massacres they endured are enough to defend themselves against the extermination 

plan weighing on them.  

To this end, the following recommendations seem necessary to us: 

A. In the Congolese government, we would ask him: 

1. To note that there is not an ethnic war in the High Lands, but the existence of a plan to 

uproot the Banyamulenge in their environment of origin which could even lead to their 

extermination, in which the Babembe, the Bafuliru and Banyindu as well as the 

Burundian rebels intervene actively under the complicit gaze of the regular forces 

assigned to the Highlands; 

2. To recognize that Kipupu is the stronghold of the Mai Mai Ebuila Mtetezi group and the 

Burundian rebels of Red-Tabara, FNL and Forebu who actively participate in the plan to 

uproot and exterminate the Banyamulenge in their home environment; 



3. To note that the attack on Kipupu was intended to deflect the regular attacks that the 

armed group of the assassin Ebuila and the Burundian rebels of Red-Tabara, FNL and 

FOREBU launch against the Banyamulenge civilian populations; 

4. Refrain from giving in to the manipulations of the political and ideological sponsors of 

the Mai Mai who mobilized to denounce a fictitious genocide committed in Kipupu, 

when in reality the real genocide of the members of the Banyamulenge community is in 

its final phase; 

5. Identify all the political and ideological supporters of the Mai Mai as well as their 

leaders with a view to their prosecution for the heinous crimes they have committed 

over the past three years against members of the Banyamulenge community. 

6. Sanction the members of the regular army who have failed in their republican mission 

to protect all the populations of the Highlands without distinction. 

7. Provide assistance to internally displaced people in the Higlands languishing in a 

situation of serious humanitarian need.  

 

B. To the international community, we would ask it to: 

1. Note that Kipupu is the bastion of Mai Mai Ebuila Mtetezi and Burundian rebels 

who actively participate in the total destruction of the Banyamulenge community in 

their native environment; 

2. Recognize the existence of an occult plan of ethnic cleansing of the Banyamulenge 

in progress for three years which could lead to genocide, in which the Babembe, 

Bafuliru and Banyindu leaders play an active part; 

3. Do not give in to the Bembe ethnist manipulations of the existence of a genocide 

that would have been committed in Kipupu, because these are maneuvers intended 

to hide the recurring heinous crimes that they continue to perpetrate against the 

Banyamulenge and sometimes with assistance from Congolese government agents; 

4. Demand the Congolese Government to punish all crimes committed against 

members of the Banyamulenge community in this ethnic cleansing conflict; 

5. Provide humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons from the armed 

conflit raging in the Highlands of Mikenge, Minembwe and Bijombo. 

By Me Oscar NIYONGABO BUZI 

Master in Public International Law from the University of Pretoria / RSA 

Researcher and independent analyst in the Minembwe war 
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